Abstract. Providing public access to unprotected digital data can pose a threat of unwanted disclosing the restricted information. The problem of protecting such information can be divided into two main subclasses, namely, individual and group data anonymity. By group anonymity we define protecting important data patterns, distributions, and collective features which cannot be determined through analyzing individual records only. An effective and comparatively simple way of solving group anonymity problem is doubtlessly applying wavelet transform. It's easy-to-implement, powerful enough, and might produce acceptable results if used properly. In the paper, we present a novel method of using wavelet transform for providing group anonymity; it is gained through redistributing wavelet approximation values, along with simultaneous fixing data mean value and leaving wavelet details unchanged (or proportionally altering them). Moreover, we provide a comprehensive example to illustrate the method.
Introduction
The problem of preserving privacy has become pressing in the recent years, and this fact doesn't seem to change in the nearest future. That is mainly due to the rapid growth of digital data [1] , and the enhancement of public access to collected information. The latter means that with an additional permission one can easily get access to the great variety of primary data such as information on patients' hospital treatment (so-called Clinical Data Repositories [2] ), electronic commerce results in big automated collections of consumer data, microfiles with large census (or other sociological surveys) data samples etc. The most fundamental project is without a doubt IPUMS-International [3] . Within it, more than 279 million person records collected from 130 censuses held in 44 countries (at the moment this paper is being written) are accessible for the researchers. Of course, this information is totally deidentified. To preserve its privacy, special data anonymity methods need to be used. Moreover, this is often a subject to legal regulation. E.g., in the USA, to comply with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) [4] and the Patient Safety and Quality Improvement Act of 2005 (PSQIA) [5] , organizations and individuals don't have to reveal their medical data without preceeding privacy protection in any case. Besides, some consumer information transfer shouldn't lead to the individual persons' public profiling, and is a subject of a strict regulation. For instance, see Directive on privacy and electronic communications [6] to learn more about such regulations in the EU.
So, the overall accessible information amount growth, emerging of various (and often cross-referencing) sources to get it, developing of the data mining methods for finding out implicit data patterns, and necessity of following appropriate regulation rules issue more and more challenges to respond to before publishing the data.
Works on privacy protection in publicly accessed data can be considered as a part of privacy-preserving data mining field.
Usually, the first thing to define is microdata which mean information on respondents (e.g., persons, households, or companies). Respectively, a microfile is a set of microdata reduced to one file that consists of attributive records describing each respondent. Statistical disclosure control (SDC) methods aim at receiving new, protected microdata basing on the original ones. But, such a procedure should meet following conditions [7, p. 399] :
-Disclosure risk is low or at least adequate to protected information importance.
-Both original and protected data, when analyzed, yield close, or even equal results. -The cost of transforming the data is acceptable. These requirements are equivalent to an assertion that the informational and financial losses during microdata transformation have to be acceptable, and the level of disclosure risk has to be adequate. In other words, the microdata distortion should be small enough to preserve data utility but sufficient enough to prevent exposing the private information on individuals (or groups of individuals) within the released data.
We can mark out following SDC methods that are heavily used in practice: -randomization -a noise is added to the data to mask records' attribute values [8] ; -microaggregation -a set of original records is partitioned into several groups such way that the records in a group are similar. In addition, there are at least k records in each group. The average value over each group is computed for every attribute. Then this value is used to replace each of the original ones [9] ; -data swapping -transforming the microfile by exchanging values of confidential attributes among individual records [10] ; -non-perturbative methods -protecting data without altering them. These methods are based on suppression and generalization (recoding). Suppression means removing some data from the original set, whereas recoding is data enlargement [11] . Apart from these ones, matrix decomposition [12] and factorization [13] techniques have also been used for distorting numeric sets of data (in the applications of privacy-preserving data mining). And, of course, using wavelet transform (WT) seems to be a perspective approach as well. E.g., we can use discrete WT to decompose primary data into an approximation and details with corresponding coefficients. After that, we can suppress the high-frequency detail coefficients to gain data distortion.
But, all the methods mentioned above are designed to provide data anonymity of individuals. At the same time, a problem of providing data anonymity of a respondent group remains open [7] . By anonymity of a group (or simply group anonymity) we define protecting important data distributions, patterns and features that cannot be revealed by analyzing individual records only. Providing group anonymity means performing specific primary data rearrangements which guarantee preserving privacy of a particular attribute values' distribution (for a determined respondent group). E.g., we could possibly want to protect military personnel regional distribution, or to hide the information on how the drugs are spread among different ethnic groups.
These tasks only seem to be easy-to-solve. Of course, we might swap values standing for the "Region of work" attribute between military base officers and those civilians with other attribute values similar. As a result, we would possibly conceal the base location. But, there is huge downside: such data swapping can badly influence the overall data utility.
In general, providing group anonymity implies deliberate modifying the respondents' distribution over specific attribute values. But, the data utility must be necessarily preserved. By such a utility we understand ratios between some respondent groups, or other appropriate relative values.
Let's consider one typical example. Real regional distribution of military and special service officers can be totally confidential. But, information on their distribution by age or, say, number of family members can be an interesting subject to sociological researches.
In this paper, we propose using WT to find some balance between modifying primary data and preventing loss of their utility. But, we suggest using it in a way opposite to the one applied for providing individual anonymity (see [14] ). To protect data, we redistribute WT approximation values. To prevent utility loss, we fix the data mean value and leave WT details unchanged (or alter them only proportionally). In this case, ratios between various attribute values ranges will persist. Let's take [15] as an illustration. In Russia, 44 public opinion polls (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) showed that WT details actually reveal hidden time series features which are significant for near-and medium-term social processes forecasting.
The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. We provide a brief review of the related work in Section 2. The basics of our wavelet-based method for providing group anonymity are presented in Section 3. Experimental results of applying the method to a model example are discussed in Section 4. Finally, a brief conclusion is given in Section 5.
Related Work
There exist two main approaches to completing the task of protecting the confidential information. The classical one lies in encrypting the data or protecting them using different means like restricting public access. The main target of this approach is to disable (complicate) obtaining the data. In the paper, we do not consider it. We examine another one that provides SDC methods instead.
In the past decade, there has been published various literature on data anonymity (consult the anonymity bibliography from the Free Haven Project [16]).
We can divide all SDC methods into two large classes, namely, randomization methods and group-based anonymization methods.
The randomization methods [8, 17] are simple techniques which can be easily implemeted while collecting the data. It is possible because the noise being added to a record is independent of the other records' values. In addition, these methods serve well at preserving data utility, especially patterns and association rules. But, their advantages give rise to their main downsides. Provided there are other sources of information with publicly available records intersecting with the data to be masked, privacy can be violated with a great possibility [18] . In particular, this is the case with the outlier records which can easily be distinguished among the other ones in the same area [19] .
A typical example of the group-based anonymization is so-called k-anonymity [20] . Its main idea is to ensure that every attribute values combination corresponds to at least k respondents in the dataset. To achieve that, different methods can be used, mentioned in [9, 10, 11] being the most popular.
For the last 4-5 years, WT has also been used for providing data anonymity, though it has widely been used mainly in signal processing [21, 22] before. Paper [23] presents a good overview of applying wavelets to data mining in general.
Paper [24] was the first work to introduce WT into preserving data anonymity. It proposed a new data-modification algorithm for revealing data patterns without revealing the data themselves. But, the wavelet-perturbed dataset has different dimensions in the transformed space, if to compare with the original one. Later, a method [14] free of this disadvantage was introduced. In [25] , the same authors improved it with simultaneous privacy-and statistics-preserving. They showed that normalizing the data guarantees the persistance of their mean value and standard deviation. Another technique proposed in [14, 25] reduces the high-frequency "noise" hidden in the original data entries by thresholding WT detail coefficients. Thus, the respondent anonymity can be achieved.
But, all these methods guarantee individual anonymity only. To solve the problem of providing group anonymity stated in [7] , we introduce a novel wavelet-based method. We tend to achieve anonymity by redistributing approximation values, but we also try to save data utility by fixing the details. Figuratively speaking, we change the relief of a restricted area but try to preserve local data distribution.
Theoretic Background

General Definitions
Let the microfile data be organized in a 
Solving group anonymity problems implies redistributing elements ij z according to some purpose. Let us formally set a corresponding task. We will denote by v S a subset of a Cartesian product 1 2 ... Group anonymity is gained through redistributing records with specific vital value combinations. E.g., to redistribute "Middle-aged women" we need to take "Age" and "Sex" as vital attributes.
We will also denote by p S a subset of microfile data elements ip z corresponding to the
called parameter values, whereas th p attribute will be called a parameter attribute. We call it this way becaues we will use it to divide microfile records into categories.
For instance, having taken "Region" as a parameter attribute, we obtain groups of residents living in particular area.
Thus, providing group anonymity actually means redistributing records with particular vital value combinations over various parameter values.
Having defined attributes, we need to calculate the number of microfile records with a specific pair of a vital value combination and a parameter value. In many cases, absolute numbers do not provide important information on data distribution features and are not representative. Thus, modifying them can guarantee data privacy but surely leads to siginificant loss of data utility.
On the other hand, redistributing ratios sounds like a much better idea. That's why we need to divide the absolute numbers by the overall number of records in the same group. E.g., to protect "Middle-aged women", we can divide their quantity by the overall number of "Women", or "Middle-aged people", or even "People" in general (coming from a particular task to be completed). Obtained ratios can be gathered in an array In the next subsections, we will examine an appropriate method.
Wavelet Transform Basics
In this subsection we will revise general wavelet theory results necessary for the subsequent explanations. For a detailed information, refer to [22] . Let us call an array If to denote a convolution by * , and a dyadic downsampling by 2n ↓ , we can perform signal s one-level wavelet decomposition as follows:
In (1), 1 a is an array of approximation coefficients at level 1, whereas 1 d is an array of detail coefficients at the same level 1.
Also, we can apply (1) to 1 a receiving approximation and detail coefficients at level 2. In general, to obtain approximation and detail coefficients at any level k , we need to apply (1) to the approximation coefficients at level -1 k :
... ; ... )
Any signal s can always be presented as a following sum:
In (3), k A denotes an approximation at level k , and u D denotes a detail at level u . They can be obtained from the corresponding coefficients as follows:
; 
In (4) and (5), k a and k d are being dyadically upsampled (which is denoted by 2n ↑ ) first, and then they are convoluted with an appropriate wavelet filter.
When the length of s is odd, performing dyadic downsampling becomes ambiguous. To get over this collision, we need to somehow make the signal length even. It can be done either by removing an element from the signal, or by adding a new one to it. Since removing elements always involves loss of data, adding a new sample is a lot more acceptable. In our opinion, extending the signal symmetrically (either leftwards or rightwards) seems to be the most adequate solution.
Modifying Approximations and Fixing Details
As we mentioned in Subsection 3.1, the approximation k A needs to be modified somehow. Coming from (4) and (5), the approximation depends only on the approximation coefficients, and the details depend only on the detail ones. Therefore, preserving the detail coefficients at level k preserves the details at any level below k. Respectively, by modifying approximation coefficients at level k we can modify the approximation at level k.
There exist two totally different approaches to transforming k A . We called the first one an extremum transition approach. Applying it means performing such a modification that the resultant approximation's extremums totally differ from the initial ones. The other approach is called an "Ali Baba's wife" approach. Its name sends us back to the collection of the Middle Eastern and South Asian stories and folk tales "One Thousand and One Nights". One of the tales says that Ali Baba's wife marked all the houses in the neighborhood with the same symbol the thieves used to mark Ali Baba's house with. Having done that, she saved Ali Baba from an inevitable death. In terms of our paper, it means we do not eliminate existing extremums but add several alleged ones.
But, nobody can predict how changing the approximation coefficients will change the approximation without additional information. That's why we need to get such information about the signal.
Applying Wavelet Reconstruction Matrices to Modifying Approximations
It is known that WT can be performed using matrix multiplications [22] . In particular, we can rewrite (4) as follows:
We will call rec M a wavelet reconstruction matrix (WRM). It can be obtained consequently multiplying appropriate upsampling and convolution matrices. Now, let us apply WRM to solving our main task. As it was mentioned before, we need to find new approximation coefficients k a  . The structure of rec M always makes it possible to find appropriate solution (an illustrative example will be showed in the next section). After having chosen new coefficients, we can obtain a new approximation k A  using (6) . Then, we need to add k A  and all the signal c details. As a result, we get a new concentration signal c  .
According to Subsection 3.2, when the signal length is odd, we need to symmetrically extend it. In this case, it is necessary to ensure that the resultant signal c  is also a symmetric extension of any other odd-length signal. This means border signal elements have to be equal. We can always achieve that by fixing the difference between appropriate approximation values.
Besides, some c  elements can turn out to be negative. Since ratios cannot be negative, we have to make all c  elements positive (e.g., by adding to each of them a reasonably large value). But, in return we will get the signal with a completely different mean value. The only opportunity to overcome this problem is to multiply the signal by an appropriate value. Due to the algebraic properties of the convolution, both details' and approximation's elements will also be multiplied by the same value. This means the details will be changed proportionally, which totally suits our task definition requirements.
Experimental Results
To show the proposed algorithm in action and stress on its main features, we took the UK Census-2001 microfile provided by [3] as the data to analyze. The microfile contains information on more than 1,8 million respondents. For our sake, we decided to set a task of protecting the scientific professionals and technicians distribution over the regions of the UK. The importance of such a task is obvious. Maximums in an appropriate concentration signal can possibly lead to exposing the restricted scientific research centers which weren't supposed to be revealed. But, by adding alleged maximums to the signal we can guarantee that such centers will not be found out.
According to Subsection 3.1, we have to define both parameter and vital attributes and values. Since we intend to change regional distribution of scientists, we took "REGNUK" (which is an abbreviation of "Region of the UK") as a parameter attribute. Each value of this attribute stands for a particular region, making a total of 16 regions. Although, in the data extract provided by [3] , there is no information on the "North", "East Anglia" and "Rest of South East" regions. Therefore, we were able to choose only 13 values left as parameter ones.
We also took "OCC" (which means "Occupation") as a vital attribute. This attribute values are three-digit numbers standing for various occupations and activities. But, since we're concerned in redistributing people of science only, we took just two vital values, i.e., "211" (for "Science Professionals") and "311" (for "Science and engineering technicians").
The next step is to build up a concentration signal. We counted up all the respondents with "Occupation" value "211" or "311" and a parameter value representing every region of the UK. These quantities are presented in Table 2 (the fourth row). Afterwards, we divided them by the overall number of employed people in each region.
We got the following concentration signal: (0.0143, 0.0129, 0.0122, 0.0140, 0.1149, 0.0141, 0.0142, 0.0128, 0.0077, 0.0100, 0.0159, 0.0168, 0.0110).
c =
In the paper, we present all the numeric data with 4 decimal numbers, but all the calculations were carried out with a higher proximity.
As we can see, the penultimate concentration is maximal. Further on, we will try to hide this maximum using "Ali Baba's wife" approach.
Since the resultant signal is of an odd length, we needed to add an additional element to it. We decided to symmetrically extend our signal leftwards.
Then, we used the second order Daubechies low-pass wavelet filter ( (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7) 
According to (6), we obtained a signal approximation: 
D =
To ensure that the difference between the first two approximation values will persist, we had to fix elements 1 1 (1), (2) a a , and 1 (7) a , because the other 4 coefficients don't influence the first two approximation values when performing (6 
c = 
The only necessary condition we haven't met yet is the equality of corresponding mean values. For that sake, we multiplied c  by a coefficient Here, we took into consideration only 13 last signal elements because the first one was added to make signal length even, and doesn't contain any necessary information. The resultant signal is presented in Table 2 (the last row). The last step is to obtain new quantities. We have done that by multiplying new ratios by a total number of employed people in each region. As quantities can be only integers, we had to round them afterwards (see Table 2 , the sixth row). Though the resultant data completely differ from the initial ones, we preserved both mean value and wavelet decomposition details.
It is important to note that rounding the quantities may lead to some changes in wavelet decomposition details. Though, in most cases they are not very significant.
All that is left to fulfil is to construct a new microfile. We can always do that by changing vital values of different records according to the received quantities.
It is obvious that picking different vital and parameter attributes, or even different WRMs, doesn't restrict the possibility of applying the method under review to providing group anonymity.
Conclusion and Future Research
In the paper, we attracted attention to the problem of providing group anonymity while preparing microdata. In response to this new challenge, we introduced a totally novel wavelet-based method for providing group anonymity in collective data.
It is significant to state that the proposed method might be combined with those for providing individual anonymity without any restrictions. Thus, it can be implemented in a real-life privacy-preserving data mining system.
We beleive that the current paper cannot suggest answers to all the questions and problems arising. In our opinion, there exist many other kinds of group anonymity tasks to study in the future.
Apart from it, we can distinguish the following problems: -It is important to introduce group anonymity measure.
-Using different wavelet bases leads to different WRMs, so it is interesting to study the opportunities they provide when modifying approximation coefficients.
